Earthlings Versus Corpor-Aliens: Who Will Triumph?

A vision by Jane Evershed
Dawning by author.
Why the term “Corpor-aliens?” By their actions, we can see that they are not human, although they cleverly disguise themselves as persons; through their entrenched power they have been able to get themselves the legal designation of “personhood.” However, that personhood is soul-less. Corpor-aliens worship Gold, Oil and Destruction—their GOD. They have no problem with murdering millions through weapons of many types. Besides weapons of war they are able to use food, viruses, chemicals, and pollution. Then there are the Corp-alien Drug Czars rampaging across sovereign nations and destroying them to finance their wars.

The future can belong to us only if we stand up, recognize what we are up against and build a counter movement of noncompliance with the tactics used to keep us enslaved by the psychopathic system of the Corpor-aliens.

Corpor-aliens exert control through the economic system which they use to control us financially; religious institutions which are a pretense to morality that they use as a cover; and through the threat of military attacks, which they use to enforce their goals. Washington D.C. is the military head of this giant, salivating Corpor-alien that eats wars for breakfast, washed down with blood and oil.

The Corpor-aliens poison us through genetically modified food, drain us of money so that we are forever distracted trying to keep up with bills. They have us on a treadmill every day of our lives trying to pay what we do not owe! And they kill us with their lethal Health Scare System, using fear tactics to the highest level—cures for disease are suffocated to maintain the fat coffers of pharmaceutical and health insurance extortionists.

The Military Moguls upon whom much of the Corpor-alien Coffers of Cash are bestowed are the most divisive. Their perpetration of genocide and arming both sides in conflict is well documented.

I believe the greatest battle will be the war of consciousness, between those that have a heart and a soul and the Corp-aliens, which do not. The interrelationship between corporations and war profiteers to control the masses globally through finances, fear and ferreting out our personal information has reached a crisis point. Our willpower to heal this planet can go a long way. The earthlings in this epic battle are using the strength of love, deep earth intuition, and other wily ways to fend off this fascist elitist cabal’s relentless encroachment into all things sacred. They believe that you cannot bring darkness into the light, but we know that it is easy for earthlings to bring light into the darkness. In this war of consciousness and conscience, we must eliminate fear from our lives and replace it with love—sounds so simple, but it can work! This is the mindset that will crush the Corpor-alien agenda, along with positive action.
But, enough of anger and rage wasted on these Corp-aliens! If we Earthlings refused to fear death it would be a checkmate. If we refused to buy into their money system it would be game over.

Building self-sufficient, loving communities of healers, scientists, engineers and gardeners would go a long way in countering Corpor-alien shenanigans. I believe that we Earthlings are far more powerful than we have been led to believe. We are capable by our very numbers of triumphing over the Corpor-aliens. Our brainwashed minds are awakening to the reality of the situation of our planet and devising means en masse to solve these problems and move through the coming changes.

We need to promote healthy technologies and science that have not been subsidized and protected as toxic nuclear and fossil fuels have been for decades. When we reclaim our power we will be set free to evolve on this planet. Pollution could end, much sickness would end, the vanishing of species would end, polluted lakes and rivers would return. Jobs from the release of these clean technology applications would be plentiful, stress would plummet, crime would go down; this list is endless. We really could have a beautiful humanity blossoming into the flower we were always meant to be. Look at this beautiful place we live in! It is a crime to allow these wars and decimations of our peoples to continue even one more day!

We are many; they are few. If we just unhook ourselves from their control, they have nowhere to go. As they juice up their police forces let us not be goaded by them into conflict. If we do not show up they have nothing tangible to fight. We can show up in so many other ways that will not cause conflict, the very thing we no longer wish to pursue. Earthlings triumphant, Corpor-aliens vanquished!